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Though none of War’s members were of

Latino ancestry, their feel for Latin-American

rhythms came naturally— Scott, Brown, Jordan,

and most of their fellow players absorbed

Hispanic influences in their native L.A. South

Bay area. Even Danish-born Oskar could get

into the “Cisco” groove: “There’s nothing strange

to me about Latin music at all. To me, Danish

folk songs are more strange.”

Ghetto moves next to New Orleans for

inspiration with the festive, funky “Where Was
You At.” Brown’s syncopated drumline lends

the tune an authentic Big Easy feel. “We used

to tour in Texas back in the ’60s, and that’s

where I learned how to play that Louisiana

backbeat,” he says. (Incidentally, Brown has

been a New Orleans resident since the ’80’s.

“City, Country, City,” is an extended

instrumental piece that spotlights the virtuosity

of each individual War player. During the track’s

13-plus minutes’ worth of improvisational

explorations, there are touches of ’60s R&B
(courtesy of Jordan’s steamy organ lines),

urbane jazz (Charles Miller’s smoky sax

interlude), and smoldering salsa (Papa Dee

Allen’s loping, sensual congas). If “City,

Country, City” feels like a musical travelogue, it

could be because the piece was originally

intended for a film soundtrack. “It was
supposed to be for a movie, Nigger Charlie,”

says Jordan. “They weren’t giving us enough

credit and money, so we took the song back.

The movie didn’t make it that big, but our record

did.”

With “Four Cornered Room,” the album

begins to edge into more sober territory. The

hazy, slow-flowing mood of the music matches

the lyric’s brooding introspection perfectly. “The

first version of this song might go back to The

Creators (War’s incarnation in the ’60s),” says

Scott. “The meaning of ‘four cornered room’

changed — it came to mean a person’s head,

when you sit around thinking about yourself.”

“Four Cornered Room” leads the listener

into the heart of The World Is A Ghetto : its

bittersweet, thought-provoking title track. “The

World Is A Ghetto” summed up much of what

War stood for, both in terms of its slice-of-life

lyrics and its multi-cultural musical blend. The

song’s opening lines paint a picture of smog-

shrouded streets and quiet inner-city desolation,

conjuring up the essence of the real

Los Angeles as vividly as any pop tune you

might name.

“The World Is A Ghetto” first germinated

during a War rehearsal in a Long Beach

warehouse. “Me and Papa Dee were sitting

around on a Friday,” Scott recalls. “He recorded

the chords for the first part of it, and when he

brought it back that Monday, he had the rhythm

to the title line. It didn’t sound right at first, but

we kept working with it.” Jordan remembers

that these rehearsals attracted folks from the

neighborhood: “All these kids were passing by,

and they liked The World Is A Ghetto.’ A lot of

the message of that song had to do with places

like Long Beach. We were letting the kids in

that neighborhood know that we were there with

them, rehearsing in all that smog — we’re all

part of the same world.”

Brown gives a similar interpretation to

“Ghetto”: “No matter where you go, trouble can

find you. You can’t live up in your castle and

have nothing ever touch you. But the bright side

is, if we’d just realize that the world is a ghetto,

we could get together and do something

positive. I think the song still has a lot to say.”

As Papa Dee used to say, “Just remember,

even a Rolls Royce can get a flat tire!”

After a good amount of editing by producer

Goldstein, “The World Is A Ghetto” was

released as a single in late 72, and eventually

reached #7 on the pop charts.

“Beetles In The Bog” concludes the album

on a somewhat odd note. Largely dreamed up

by Oskar, this whimsical ditty became a sort of

jazz march in the studio. “It was just a little

poetry set to music,” he says. “It leaves itself

open to the imagination.”

The 1970s were a time of increasing social

and racial division, reflected by the increasingly

rigid categorization of pop music into “rock,”

“R&B,” “jazz,” “disco,” and so on. The World Is

A Ghetto was one of those rare albums that

broke down such barriers with powerful music

and a universal theme. It remains perhaps

War’s most lasting recorded achievement.

Barry Alfonso

All Compositions Written by War

(Dickerson/Miller/Allen/Brown/Scott/ Oskar/Jordan) &

Published by TMC Music Inc./Far Out Music Inc. ASCAP

Personnel:

HOWARD SCOTT: guitar, percussion, vocals

B.B. DICKERSON: bass, percussion, vocals

LONNIE JORDAN: organ, piano, timbales,

percussion, vocals

HAROLD BROWN: drums, percussion, vocals

PAPA DEE ALLEN: conga, bongos,

percussion, vocals

CHARLES MILLER: clarinet, alto, tenor, &

baritone saxes,

percussion, vocals

LEE OSKAR: harmonica, percussion, vocals

Produced by: JERRY GOLDSTEIN in

Association with LONNIE JORDAN & HOWARD SCOTT
for Avenue Records/Far Out Productions, Inc.
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Recorded at: CRYSTAL INDUSTRIES,

Los Angeles, CA
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Album Design: HOWARD MILLER
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Special Thanks to: Sharone Scott & Milton James for
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This album was originally issued as

United Artists #5652, 1 1/72.
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If All Day Music was War’s breakthrough

album, The World Is A Ghetto was their first

masterpiece. Released in late 1972, the LP

went on to top the Billboard pop album charts

and reach the 3 million sales mark. By turns

celebratory, reflective, gritty, and lyrical, The

World Is A Ghetto transcended musical, ethnic,

and national boundaries in its appeal. War
solidified their position as a world-class band

with this album, spurred on by the U.S.Top 10

success of its two certified-gold singles, “The

Cisco Kid” and the LP’s title cut.

“The Cisco Kid” in particular was a defining

release for the group. The song (a #2 pop hit)

expanded their following among Hispanic

audiences, making them enduring favorites

among the Latino community in Los Angeles

and beyond. The World Is A Ghetto boasted

some of the meanest, tightest grooves of any LP

of its day— its social and political significance

was a bonus.

Looking back, War’s members have varying

opinions about their role as cultural messengers

in the ’70s. “Someone had to be the teacher or

the preacher back then,” says keyboardist/

singer Lonnie Jordan. “We chose to be that.”

Adds drummer Harold Brown: “We were always

trendsetters — we took pride in it.” For his part,

harmonica player Lee Oskar de-emphasizes

War as a “message” band: “As far as being

political and making heavy statements go, I

think people were looking for that— they

wanted to believe that something they liked was
meaningful. The music was the main thing.”

One thing is certain: The World Is A Ghetto

was a phenomenally popular LP, the best-

selling album of 1973. Whether appreciated as

a commentary on the human condition or just an

exceptional batch of funk/Latin/pop/rock, it

remains an outstanding, influential work.

The World Is A Ghetto was recorded on the

heels of War’s success with the All Day Music

single “Slippin’ Into Darkness” (#16) and their

growing acclaim as a touring act. Riding the

band’s career momentum into the studio,

producer Jerry Goldstein cut the album’s tracks

with them in a mere 29 days. “We did

rehearsals before going in, so we were

prepared,” Goldstein recalls. “We booked

Crystal Studio in L.A. as a lockout, so our

equipment wouldn’t be torn down and we could

work straight through. The sessions ran 10 or

12 hours on some days.”

“The Cisco Kid” kicks the album into high

gear from the very beginning. The now-familiar

ode to the ’50s Latino television hero began on

the steps of guitarist Howard Scott’s Compton

apartment. “I was walking up to Howard’s door,

and there he was sitting on his amp, playing

guitar,” Brown remembers. “He had the line,

The Cisco Kid, he was a friend of mine...’ Then

I added an idea for a rhythm, a lick.”

Scott had been a fan of The Cisco Kid show

as a youngster. After the song became a hit, he

and his War bandmates met the program’s star,

Duncan Renaldo. “It was an honor to meet that

guy,” Scott says. “He was this old, elegant

Spanish gentleman with white hair, lighthearted

and very likable. He thought our song was
funny.”
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